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INTRODUCTION
A note from the author

Dear Reader,

Is it that time again? Are you gearing up to review the service providers supporting your 
firm’s retirement program and potentially evaluate alternatives?  While no small effort, 
the process is critical to your plan’s success, and more importantly, your employees’ 
financial wellness. If putting together a Request For Proposal (“RFP”) isn’t your idea of 
fun, you’re in the right place. We created this easy-to-use tool to guide you through the 
process, which hopefully saves you time and potential headaches.

Whether this is your first time issuing an RFP, or you’re curious if there are ways to improve 
your existing process, this resource has a lot to offer. We respond to hundreds of requests 
every year -- as well as conduct recordkeeper evaluations for existing clients -- so we 
know what it’s like to be on both sides. As one of the individuals at SageView charged 
with responding to advisor RFPs, I’ve noticed that only 1 in 5 RFPs contain sufficient 
information for us to put our best foot forward when responding -- that’s why we created
the 401(k) RFP Guide. By capturing all the key information in one comprehensive 
document, you can improve your advisor search and ensure you’re getting the best 
quotes possible from each firm.

Our primary goal in creating this guide is to make your RFP as painless, efficient, and 
objective as possible. Getting started is usually the hardest part, so congrats on making 
it this far! Since no two retirement programs are exactly alike, let us know if this document 
doesn’t quite suit your needs - we may have a better resource to assist your evaluation. 
If you ever have questions about your retirement program or feedback on this resource, 
don’t hesitate to reach out via email or phone: (844) 574-0888.

Christopher M. Donnelly, QPFC
Managing Director, Advisory Services
SageView Advisory Group
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GETTING STARTED
What will this guide help you accomplish?

Most of the heavy lifting happens upfront. Drafting questions and gathering all the 
necessary documents to share with bidders are typically where teams spend too much 
time. From start to finish, issuing an RFP demands a large amount of time, resources and 
coordination. Here’s a 10,000-foot view of the steps involved.

Phase 1: DISCOVERY
a. Define goals and timeline
b. Collect necessary plan documentation and information to distribute to bidders
c. Determine a comprehensive list of questions

Phase 2: BIDDER SCREENING
a. Screen bidder universe
b. Identify best fit advisory firms based on market presence, public perception, 

industry recognition, etc.

Phase 3: RFP DISTRIBUTION
a. Send RFP documents to bidders
b. Respond to questions submitted by bidders

Phase 4: PROPOSAL REVIEW
a. Review and score proposals submitted
b. Finalists selected

Phase 5: FINALIST PRESENTATIONS
a. Determine onsite logistics and distribute along with key points on which 

finalists should focus
b. Encourage service team interaction

Phase 6: SELECTION & FINAL DUE DILIGENCE
a. Final negotiation of contracts
b. Crown a winner!

This guide is designed to walk you through the initial setup phase, Discovery. It will help 
you quickly draft a strong RFP cover letter to distribute, as well as provide you best 
practice questions to ask each advisory firm you’re considering.

Ok, let’s dive in!
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STEP 1

Defining Your Timeline and Goals

Defining the scope and setting clear objectives for your RFP enables you to maintain 
alignment and focus throughout the entire process, which all-in-all can span 12 to 
16 weeks. Here’s a timeline to help you better visualize the steps of a typical advisor 
evaluation from start to finish:

RFP distribution to screened bidders

MILESTONE DUE DATE

Finalists selected

Distribution of responses to questions asked

Consultant selected

Bidder questions due to designated contact

Finalist presentations

Bidder responses due

Anticipated contract start date

Day 1

Meeting 
to Review 

RFP Goals / 
Needs

Initial Draft 
of RFP 
Sent to 

Committee

RFP 
Finalized & 
Distributed

Responses 
to Advisor 
Questions 
Distributed

Analyzation 
of RFP 

Responses
Finalist 

Presentations

Advisory 
Firm 

Selected

Discuss 
& Select 

Advisors to 
Receive RFP

Committee 
Comments 

Due

Questions 
From 

Advisors 
Due

Advisor 
Responses 

Due

Finalists 
Selected & 

Notified

Day 30 Day 60 Day 90 Day 120

Timeline - You should map out every step in detail eventually, but for now, start by filling 
out the template below to set deadlines for the biggest milestones in your process.
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Objectives - Beyond just core requirements, it’s time to define your organization’s goals 
and intentions when evaluating retirement program advisors.  At SageView, we believe 
that the best advisors offer more than just sound investment advice, so you should aim 
beyond merely optimizing fund performance and reducing cost. While every retirement 
plan is different, we think the following should be objectives of every advisor RFP:

 ` Reduce liability

 ` Receive sound investment advice from a written fiduciary

 ` Optimize plan design

 ` Engage participants

 ` Maximize value, not just lower costs

Can you take each of these broad goals and make them specific to your plan? For 
example, if educating staff located around the country is a challenge, you may want to 
find an advisor who uses technology to engage participants. Similarly, if your executives 
are keen to boost tax-deferred savings beyond $18,500/year, choosing an advisor with 
Cash Balance or Nonqualified Plan experience may take priority. Fill in the section below 
to articulate how you’d like to see your program improve.

Many plan sponsors struggle with setting clear objectives for their RFP. If you’re stuck, 
we’d be happy to help you brainstorm. Don’t hesitate to reach out via email or phone for 
a quick chat: (844) 574-0888.

This exercise should yield a comprehensive wishlist for your retirement plan. Ask others 
on your committee to fill this out as well. Then simply consolidate and prioritize responses 
into a master list.

Objectives
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With a well-scoped project, timeline, and goals, you’re now ready to move on.

Next up: Organizing information about 
your company and plan!  

Scope - The scope of services is essentially a job description that spells out how you 
expect advisors to meet and exceed the goals you outlined earlier. What duties will you 
hold him or her responsible for? Will they manage just the 401(k) or additional retirement 
benefit programs as well? Fill in the section below to define expectations. Like any other 
job description, the list of responsibilities needs to be clear from the start.

Scope of services
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STEP 2

Collecting Plan Documents and 
Information

Your next assignment is gathering all the right information to share with screened bidders. 
We typically categorize this info into three buckets: details about you, information about 
your plan, and specific documents.

PLAN INFORMATION PLAN DOCUMENTATIONFIRM DETAILS

Mission 
/ Vision 

Statement

RFP 
Contact

Participant 
Count

Investment 
Policy 

Statement

Company 
Background

Annual 
Net Cash 

Flow

Current 
Recordkeeper

Summary 
Plan 

Description

Requested 
Education 

Days

Current 
Advisor

408(b)(2) 
Disclosures

404(a)(5) 
Disclosures

Fund Lineup 
with Assets

Number of 
Locations

Location 
Where 

Committee 
Meetings 
are Held
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Project contact info

Company mission statement and background (years in operation, product, etc.)

List of offices and sites of regular investment committee meetings

Firm Details - Providing a bit of background on your firm, staff, and internal processes 
helps bidders better understand your needs and highlight their strengths. Some sponsors 
opt not to share much about themselves, but below is what we suggest. This part is easy 
-- take a stab at filling out yours!

Plan Information - Most of this data is public via the Form 5500, but make sure to disclose 
the following details so that everyone is competing on an even playing field. 

401(k)

RETIREMENT 
PLAN

TOTAL 
ASSETS ($)

ACTIVE PLAN 
PARTICIPANTS

ANNUAL NET 
CASH FLOW ($)

Current 401(k) recordkeeper Current 401(k) advisor

Number of locations for employee education 

Number of annual employee education meetings

Medium (webinars / in-person)

Who is responsible for employee education? 
(recordkeeper, advisor or both)
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Plan Documentation - In addition to providing key details of your plan, you’ll also need 
to hunt down the following documents for bidders to peruse on their own:

Investment Policy Statement

408(b)(2) fee disclosures

404(a)(5) disclosures

Investment lineup

Committee Charter

Now let’s start working 
on the questionnaire. 
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STEP 3

Determine a Comprehensive List of 
Questions

An in-depth survey is essential to creating a great RFP, which is driven by a comprehensive 
questionnaire. Yours should be clear and concise, but not overwhelming, which may 
discourage qualified candidates from participating. Equally important to the length of 
the questionnaire is the way the questions are asked. Subtle nuances can have a huge 
impact on the responses you get back, so we’ve taken the guesswork out of it for you and 
provided a list of questions below, categorized by the areas they seek to evaluate. Feel 
free to borrow and adapt those that you find compelling, or use them all.

ORGANIZATIONAL OVERVIEW

Provide a general description of your firm including its history, ownership 
configuration, parent company, affiliated companies, and your Mission and Vision 
Statements.

Is your firm registered as a Registered Investment Advisor with the SEC under the 
Investment Advisors Act of 1940? 

List your firm’s lines of business (including affiliated companies).

Within the past five years, has your firm or any advisor of your firm been found guilty 
of violations, or paid fines because of violations of securities regulations or ERISA? 
If yes, provide details.

Have any of your firm’s clients been the subject of an investigation by the Department 
of Labor, or involved in litigation related to claims of fiduciary breaches or compliance 
deficiencies relating to any services provided by your firm?

Disclose any finder’s fees, fee splitting, payments to consultants, or other contractual 
arrangements of the firm that could present a real or perceived conflict of interest.

Does your firm receive revenue, commissions or accept benefit from investment 
managers, recordkeepers, third-party administrators, custodians, brokerage firms, 
trusts or other third parties? This includes direct payments, dues, finder’s fees 
or “soft dollars” (i.e. meals, travel and entertainment for due diligence purposes, 
partnerships in marketing opportunities, employee, client or prospect seminar 
sponsorships, etc.)? If yes, provide details.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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RETIREMENT PLAN CONSULTING 

How long has your firm been providing consulting services to retirement plans? 
Describe your firm’s target market / client.

What percentage of your firm’s overall revenue is derived from providing consulting 
services to retirement programs? 

To how many clients does your firm currently provide retirement plan consulting 
services, and what is the collective asset total of their retirement programs? 

How many retirement plan clients has your firm added, and how many has your firm 
lost in the past 36 months? What are the reasons for the clients no longer working 
with your firm?

Will your firm contractually agree in writing to function as an ERISA §3(21) investment 
advisor? Will your firm contractually agree in writing to function as an ERISA §3(38) 
investment manager?

Describe what differentiates your firm from other investment consulting firms.

What services would your firm provide to the Committee? Identify those included in 
your fee proposal and those that would incur additional fees.

What services would your firm provide to our participants? Identify those included 
in your fee proposal and those that would incur additional fees.           

What are the key elements of a sound fiduciary process, as your firm sees them?

Identify the consultants and other key staff who will be involved in servicing our 
account. In your response, be sure to include the role of each person and a 
description of relevant experience.

Describe your firm’s experience working with our recordkeeper(s) listed in the cover 
letter.

Of the plans to which your firm provides consulting services today, what is the total 
number of unique recordkeepers being used by these plans?

Describe your firm’s process for evaluating and benchmarking services and fees for 
recordkeepers, and how many of these projects your firm has completed in the last 
36 months. Be sure to note if the tools used are proprietary.

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
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INVESTMENT RESEARCH / MANAGER DUE DILIGENCE

Is investment research done in-house or received from a third-party?

Describe the fund / manager evaluation tools your firm utilizes, including all software 
subscriptions, third party research providers, analytic suites, etc. Does your firm 
receive any of these tools for free or sponsored in whole or in part due to any 
investment manager, recordkeeper or custodian relationship?

Describe your firm’s approach in developing the investment structure for a 
participant-directed, defined contribution plan. Include the number and type of 
asset classes in the fund lineup, the number and type of fund options within each 
asset class, as well as the criteria used to determine the appropriate share class.

Describe the criteria and process used by your firm to evaluate funds / managers 
recommendations for retirement plan lineups.

What is the process your firm uses to monitor funds / managers on an ongoing 
basis? Be sure to include details on your firm’s process of benchmarking fund / 
manager fees on an ongoing basis. 

Does your firm feel that pre-mixed portfolios (i.e. target-date funds) are a beneficial 
investment option in a participant-directed, defined contribution plan? If yes, how 
does your firm help clients select the appropriate investment manager, and when 
would you recommend custom versus off-the-shelf products?

Describe your philosophy toward the use of active versus passive investment 
managers.

What software is used to prepare investment performance reports? How soon after 
quarter-end are performance reports available? Please provide a sample report.

FEE PROPOSAL

Please include a complete and detailed description of your proposed fee schedule, 
including how long your firm is willing to guarantee your fees.

Indicate if there are any out-of-pocket expenses for which the Plan Sponsor will 
be responsible, such as travel costs to attend Committee meetings or employee 
education meetings.

Almost done!  
Move on to the final step.

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30
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CONCLUSION

Next Steps: Finalizing Your RFP

Congrats on making it this far! Did I mention this is more of a marathon than a sprint? 
If you’ve completed all sections up to this point, you are nearly ready to distribute your 
Request For Proposal. Armed with well-considered goals, a timeline, and all the right 
documents, plan information, and questions to share with screened consultants, it’s time 
to apply the finishing touches.

FORMATTING YOUR RFP

All the information you gathered needs to be packaged appropriately to reduce back-
and-forth and make life easier for bidders. While you don’t have to spend time beautifying 
your RFP with fancy fonts or graphics, clearly presenting all the information upfront is 
important. Here’s how to do so using all your responses from this guide:

1. Create a “cover letter” or a brief that outlines:

a. The goals of your RFP and scope of services desired (from Step 1)

b. Your timeline and RFP process overview, including who they should submit 
clarifying questions to (from Step 1)

c. Company background and plan information (from Step 2)

d. Any additional “proposal conditions”  that you want all bidders to know upfront

2. Add a questionnaire section (from Step 3)

3. That’s it. Draft an email and click “send” to all screened bidders!

PARTING THOUGHTS

Thanks for embarking on this journey with us! We realize this is just the beginning, but 
hope you are feeling organized and less anxious about evaluating top 401(k) advisors. 
Speaking of which, we’d love for you to consider SageView as a potential partner and 
allow us to show you why over 1,200 plan sponsors entrust over $90 billion of their 
employees’ retirement savings. To learn more about how we can improve your retirement 
program, email or call us anytime: (844) 574-0888.



ABOUT

Award-Winning Service

Institutional Retirement, 
Wealth Management, 

Actuarial and Executive 
Benefits Consulting

24 Offices Around the 
Country

$90 Billion Assets 
Under Management 

(AUM)

140+ Employees

1,200+ Retirement 
Plans

17-Member Investment 
Committee

SageView Advisory Group, LLC is a Registered Investment Adviser. This report is for informational purposes only and is not a 
solicitation to invest. Advisory services are only offered to clients or prospective clients where SageView Advisory Group, LLC and 
its representatives are properly licensed or exempt from licensure. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Investing 

involves risk and possible loss of principal capital. No advice may be rendered by SageView Advisory Group, LLC unless a client 
service agreement is in place.

TALK TO US TODAY!

http://www.sageviewadvisory.com/why-sageview
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